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Belgo 

launched in 

Chalk Farm, London 

in 1992 and is today an 

iconic bar and restaurant 

brand specialising in moules, 

frites, more than  

60 craft Belgian beers as  

well as rotisserie  

chicken, grills and 

cocktails.



The UK’s Original Belgian Restaurant • Passionate About Beer Since 1992
 Suitable for vegetarians.  Can be made vegan.  Can be made gluten free.  Can be made dairy free.

For allergen information please ask your server for a full allergen menu.

Bar Snacks
Available daily 12noon to 11pm

You don’t need a silver fork to eat good food.

Saint 6.50
Fruli 
Zot Blonde 
Belgo Wit

Sinner 7.50
Zot Brune 
Delirium 
Leffe

Belgo  Beer Flights
We have so much beer to 
choose from! 

So why not select any 3 draught 
beers and make your own beer 
tasting flight or select one of 
our creations:

Belgo Bites 
We suggest 3 bowls per person

Belgo Frites  3.50 
With secret recipe mayo

Mixed Olives  
   3.25

Cerignola, Nocellara, Leccino

 Black Pudding 
Croquettes 4.50 

Served with piccalilli

Cheese & Beer  
Croquettes  6.50

With piccalilli and pickled beetroot

 Chimay Cheese 
3.95 

A mild, nutty Belgian cheese with rind  
washed in Chimay beer

Bread Mix  3.50 
Seeded wholemeal loaf and toasted  
sourdough bread with dipping oil 

Chicken Wings 6.75
Sticky wings - hot    or BBQ 

Beer Battered  
Fish Goujons 6.50
With black pepper crème fraiche

Shredded Duck  
Croquettes 6.50

with pickled beetroot and beer chutney

Moules  
Marinière 6.50

Garlic, celery, white wine, onion and cream 

King Prawns  
8.25

Sautéed in chilli and garlic butter, served  
head on with seeded wholemeal bread

Giant Dill Pickles  3.50 
3 sweet gherkins pickled with dill  

and mustard seeds

 Meat Sharing 
Plank 14.75

Selection of cured meats, potted 
pate and pulled duck croquettes 
with giant croutons, dill pickles 

and piccalilli

 Cheese Sharing 
Plank  12.95

Whole Camembert, cheese & beer 
croquettes, giant cheese & garlic 
croutons and soft goat’s cheese 

with celery and dill pickles

 Wings Sharing 
Board 13.95

Sticky wings - hot     
or BBQ 

Sharers For 2
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 Suitable for vegetarians.  Can be made vegan.  Can be made gluten free.  Can be made dairy free.

For allergen information please ask your server for a full allergen menu.

Bar Snacks
Available daily 12noon to 11pm

You don’t need a silver fork to eat good food.

Cocktails

Belgopolitan  
Vodka, Citron Schnapps, Pear Schnapps, Cranberry 
and freshly squeezed lime

Belgo Iced Tea  
Olmeca Blanco tequila, Beefeater gin, Absolut 
vodka, Bacardi rum and Cointreau

Slagarita (*9.50)  
Olmeca Blanco tequila, Citron schnapps, fresh 
lime juice and lemonade with a bottle of Slag 
Pils beer served upside down in the drink 

Tiki Cocktail  
Captain Morgan rum, Bacardi rum, Cointreau  
and pineapple juice

Früli Mojito 
Früli, Bacardi rum, lime, sugar and  
fresh mint

Classic Mojito  
Bacardi rum, lime, sugar and fresh mint

Boon Kriek Iced Tea 
Vodka, gin, Bacardi rum, tequila, Cointreau and 
freshly squeezed lemon topped with cherry beer

Fool Star Martini 
Passion fruit schnapps, vanilla schnapps, citron 
schnapps with a shot of Brugse Zot beer

Bloody Belgo 
Spiced tomato juice, vodka, Citron schnapps, 
red wine, pepper, Tabasco and Worcester sauce 
topped with Delirium draught beer

Colado Mongoza 
Double cream, pineapple juice and Bacardi rum 
with Mongozo Coconut beer

Belgian Garden  
Watermelon schnapps, gin, lime wedges and  
grapefruit juice

Kir Royal  
Crëme de cassis with prosecco

all 8.50

241 cocktail happy hour every day 5pm to 7pm

Schnapps

A range of spirits is also available. These are served as a double (50ml) measure and 
priced individually. If you require a single measure, please ask!

Flavoured alcoholic schnapps served in 25ml 
shots on wooden sticks: 

4 Stick    10.00

6 Stick    15.00

8 Stick    19.00

12 Stick    29.00

24 Stick    50.00

32 Stick    65.00
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Sparkling & Champagne

White

Galanti Prosecco 5.60 26.95

Italy. Fine, persistent, soft fizz surrounds 
the typical fruit spectrum of apple and 
pear with a hint of peach 

Veuve Cliquot  62.95

France. Well known for both its full-
bodied, biscuity style and its consistency. 
A blend of over 50 crus, mostly Premier 
and Grand Cru, with over 25% reserve wines

Heidsieck Silver Label 7.80 41.95

France. Fruity and floral, with a creamy 
texture showing berry and apple. Light 
and elegant, with a persistence of flavour 
through the lingering finish

Laurent Perrier Rose  85.00

France. Unquestionably the brand leader 
in this category. Made, unusually, using 
100% Pinot Noir grapes from Grand Cru 
villages

 25cl Bottle  25cl Bottle

 17.5cl 25cl Bottle  17.5cl 25cl Bottle

Cuvée de  
Vigneron Blanc 4.65 5.85 16.95 

France. A light, dry, easy-drinking 
wine using traditional southern 
French grapes

Granfort Chardonnay  18.95

France. A green apple and zesty 
lemon Chardonnay with a rounded but 
refreshing finish

Nederburg The Manor  
Chenin Blanc 5.05 6.85 19.95

South Africa - Western Cape. Fresh 
and crisp with aromas of pineapple, 
peach and guava; well-balanced with 
delicate layers of ripe fruit on the 
finish

Vinuva Pinot Grigio 5.45 7.25 20.95

Italy. Delicately flavoured with notes 
of green apple and pear, the palate is 
unoaked and refreshing

Picpoul de Pinet,  
Reserve St Anne 5.85 7.75 22.50

France. The Picpoul grape is fully in 
the limelight now due to its citrusy 
fruit and mineral notes. Very on-
trend. Great with the moules!

Durbanville Hills  
Sauvignon Blanc   23.95

South Africa - Durbanville. A 
delightful combination of papaya, 
grapefruit, lime and melon on the 
nose; the palate is a combination of 
fruit flavours and green pepper with 
a crisp acidity and full mouth-feel.  
Bronze medallist Decanter 2014 
Awards

Albarino,  
Castell de Raimat   25.50

Spain. Shows delicate aromas of citrus, 
dried flowers and spice with a hint of 
sweet vanilla and dried fruit; the palate 
is well-rounded and the finish citrusy 
and refreshing

Gavi, Enrico Serafino   26.50

Italy. Unoaked, but aged briefly on its 
lees, this refreshingly dry wine shows 
subtle floral notes on the nose, and 
has a tangy, minerally palate

Vavasour  
Sauvignon Blanc 6.80 9.25 27.50

New Zealand - Awatere Valley, 2012/13. 
Seriously concentrated and flaunts 
a powerful bouquet of fresh herbs, 
tomato stalk and blackcurrant, 
layered with ripe stone fruit and 
bright citrus. The 2010 vintage 
won the International Trophy for 
Sauvignon Blanc over £10 at the 
Decanter World Wine Awards 2011

Sancerre,  
Les Collinettes,  
Joseph Mellot   32.95

France - Loire. Arguably one of the 
finest expressions of Sauvignon 
Blanc. This wine is stylish with 
classic blackcurrant-leaf and 
gooseberry character, leading to a 
mineral-fresh finish

Chablis Gilbert  
Picq et Fils   35.95

France - Burgundy. Classically light, 
fresh and fruity nose with mineral 
aromas, citrus and hints of fresh 
peach

Wines

Wines are available as 12.5cl measures on request 
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Rosé

Red

 17.5cl 25cl Bottle  17.5cl 25cl Bottle

 17.5cl 25cl Bottle  17.5cl 25cl Bottle

Pinot Grigio Rose 4.65 6.35 18.50

Italy. An attractively balanced 
slightly medium-dry rosé

Solstice White  
Zinfandel   19.95

Italy. Coral pink, with juicy, sweet, 
red fruit flavours and a pinch of spice 
with an off-dry finish

Coteaux de Provence,  
Chateau de  
Beaulieu 6.60 8.70 25.95

France. Produced from local  
varieties such as Syrah and  
Cinsault, which have had a short 
period of skin maceration to  
extract a beautiful pink hue

Cuvée de  
Vigneron Rouge 4.65 5.85 16.95

France. A soft, easy-drinking style 
Red with lots of juicy black fruits

Altoritas Merlot,  
Central Valley 4.85 6.70 18.95

Chile 2012/13. Soft, light and fruity 
Merlot with plummy aromas and a hint 
of spice

Rare Vineyards  
Malbec, Pays d’Oc 5.60 7.80 22.50

France. Velvety, overtly fruity wine 
with violet aromas and some spice 
shows on the palate

Granfort Cabernet   21.50

France. Typical blackcurranty fruit 
flavours, the hallmark of this 
variety, show through strongly in this 
excellent wine. Purposely vinified in 
a soft, fruity, easy-to-drink style

Pinot Noir, Bolla   20.95

Italy. Made from Pinot Noir grown in 
Lombardia; the wine is ruby-red with 
aromas of wild cherry, bramble fruit, dried 
spring flowers, and a touch of liquorice

Côtes du Rhône,  
Gentilhomme, Ogier   23.95

France - Rhone. Made in a traditional, 
robust style from Grenache, Cinsault 
and Syrah this is full of warming 
spice and bramble fruits

 

Don Jacobo Rioja  
Crianza Tinto,  
Bodegas Corral 5.95 8.40 24.50

Spain 2008/09. A traditional red Rioja 
very much in Bodegas Corral’s style, 
matured for a minimum of 12 months 
in American oak followed by at least 
a year in bottle before release gives 
this a silky smoothness.  Silver Medal 
winner IWSC 2014

Veramonte  
Pinot Noir Reserva,  
Casablanca Valley 6.70 9.20 26.50

Chile 2011/12. Bright cherry and 
strawberry flavours with a rich, 
velvety finish.  Bronze medallist at 
Sommeliers Wine Awards 2014

Puro Malbec, Mendoza, NV 30.50

Argentina. Classic dark purple-
blue colour with a charge of sweet 
blueberry and violet on the nose; 
unoaked, the palate shows warmth 
and plenty of ripe, dark fruit, with 
shavings of milk chocolate and a 
touch of vanilla pod

Château Lyonnat,  
Lussac Saint-Émilion  35.95

France 2008/09. The blend is 85% 
Merlot, 11% Cabernet Sauvignon and 
4% Cabernet Franc. Deep garnet with 
a warm spiced bread and red fruit 
character; powerful, yet supple; with 
vanilla aromas on the finish

Wines

Wines are available as 12.5cl measures on request 

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Les Cornalines  41.95

France. A blend of mainly Grenache with some Syrah, Mourvèdre and a little Cinsault each variety adding their own 
personality to the wine. This wine shows a powerful bouquet of fruits and spice with hints of vanilla and mocha
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Belgo Wit 5%  2.80 5.50 10.80

Our very own wheat beer from the 
Huyghe brewery in Melle; spicy, 
aromatic and only at Belgo

Leffe Blond 6.6%  3.10 5.95 11.85

Full and smooth, with a pleasingly 
sweet, fruity flavour

Brugse Zot  
Blond 6%  3.50 6.80 13.20

Order a ‘Zot’ or ‘Bruges Fool’ and enjoy 
this golden beer packed with zesty 
hoppy aroma

Vedett 5.2%   2.75 5.35 10.50

A cool, crisp, dry blonde pilsner from 
the Duvel Moortgat brewery; currently 
trending worldwide

Belgo Pils 4.2%  2.30 4.40 8.60

This clean, crisp and easily sinkable 
pilsner is brewed especially for us by 
the Huyghe brewery, Melle

Früli 4.1%  3.40 6.70 -

This cult Belgian fruit beer is 
bursting with sweet strawberries!

Stella Artois 4.8%  2.40 4.55 9.00

The world-famous Belgian lager

Brugse Zot  
Brune 7.5%  3.40 6.65 13.00

Brewed with six different malts  
for a deep, rich and highly rewarding 
full flavour

Campus Premium 5%  2.50 4.85 9.50

This delicious, pale golden lager has 
a sweet malt taste and surprising 
depth of flavour 

Delirium  
Draught 7.5%  4.35 8.75 -

Elected as the best beer in the world 
in 2008, Delirium pours bright golden 
and is known for its sweetish palate 
with lots of warming alcohol

Belgo is a paradise for the curious beer drinker  
with over 60 craft Belgian beers. Almost every style 

 of bottled beer has its own particular, uniquely shaped glass or other 
drinking-vessel. If you feel more at home with a pint then we have a wide 

selection of beers on draught, including one or two familiar names.  
All bottles are 33cl unless stated otherwise...

 Half Pint Stein  Half Pint Stein

Saint 6.50
Fruli 
Zot Blonde 
Belgo Wit

Sinner 7.50
Zot Brune 
Delirium 
Leffe

Belgo  Beer Flights
We have so much beer to 
choose from! 

So why not select any 3 draught 
beers and make your own beer 
tasting flight or select one of 
our creations:

On Tap
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01) Westmalle Dubbel 7%  5.50
Rich and complex, Westmalle Dubbel combines 
rich and dark malts with a full herbal fruit 
aroma and a lingering hop bitterness. One of 
the greats

02) Westmalle  
Tripel 9.5%   6.25
‘The mother of all Tripels’. Soft 
and creamy to the mouth it also 
has a fragrant fruit aroma and 
the bitterness of hops

03) Chimay Rouge 7%  5.30
Even at 7%, Chimay Rouge is eminently 
drinkable, with a silky mouth feel, sweet 
aroma and a pleasant bitter hop finish

04) Chimay Bleu 9%  6.30
Pouring deep brown in colour, the luxurious 
dark malts and caramel combine with the 
fragrant aroma hops to create this classic 
Trappist ale

05) Chimay Grande 
Réserve 9%  75cl 15.25
Served from a bigger bottle, the 
shape of this Chimay Blue is meant 
to help the beer re-ferment and 
develop as it ages. It pours deep 
brown in colour, with rich dark 
malts and toffee notes that are 
balanced by fragrant aroma hops

06) Chimay Triple 8%  6.15
Chimay White is a very rewarding Trappist  
Triple that balances the fruity aroma of hops, 
with a malty sweet body and an assertive hop 
bitterness

07) Orval 6.2%  5.95  
This unique Trappist beer uses 
full English hop flowers which 
give Orval the satisfyingly dry, 
bitter finish. Truly one of the 
world’s greatest beers

08) Rochefort 10 11.3%  6.95
Rochefort 10 is an outstandingly rich and complex 
Belgian dark which is consistently rated amongst the 
best beers in the world

09) St. Bernardus Pater 6.5%  5.25
St. Bernadus Pater pours a lovely chestnut 
colour with piney aromas. Having been 
refermented in the bottle, the taste is full 
bodied with caramel notes shining through

10) St. Feuillien 
Blonde 7.5%  6.95  
Made with only local ingredients 
and spices during brewing, St. 
Feuillien Blonde has intense 
yet distinctive bitterness with a 
strong malty body that finishes 
slightly dry with a nice hoppiness

11) Averbode 7.5%  6.25
Averbode is a 7.5% dry-hopped Belgian blond 
which has a second fermentation in the bottle

Trappist Beers
These are stronger beers brewed under the supervision of Trappist Monks 

within the monastery walls. Highlights include; Westmalle Tripel - a 
fruit perfumed golden ale, Chimay Bleu - a somewhat chocolatey dark beer 

and Orval - a balanced yet complex dry, hoppy ale.

Abbey Beers
Only a brew made at a Trappist monastery can use the word Trappist on its 

label - this selection is therefore labelled ‘Abbey’ in order to hint at a 
religious connection. Most of these beers are similar in style to Trappist 

ales in that they are strong and top fermented.
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12) Bush Scaldis 12%  6.95
Due to the patience of the 
brewer as well as the high use 
of caramel malts, Bush Scaldis 
has a bitter sweet flavour and a 
smooth consistency. At 12% ABV, 
this is one of the strongest of the 
Belgian beers available

13) St. Feuillien  
Grand Cru 9.5%  7.15
Simply one of the best. Pouring a pale golden colour 
and with hoppy aromas mixed with hints of fruit. 
The sheer richness of this beer is outstanding and 
has you going back for one more sip

14) Lindemans Faro 4% 37.5cl 6.95
Pouring an off ruby red, the use of candy 
sugar just before bottling gives Lindemans 
Faro the perfect balance between the sugar 
sweetness and lambic tartness

15) Lindemans Gueuze 5%  37.5cl 6.95
One of the original beer styles of Belgium, 
Lindemans Gueuze is a 5%, naturally fermented 
beer which is created by blending older lambic, 
which is quite sour and new lambic beer which 
is very sweet 

16) La Chouffe 8%  75cl 14.25

Hailing from the Ardennes 
mountains in Achouffe, La Chouffe 
is a medium-bodied Saison which 
has a unique fruity and spicy 
finish

17) Deus Brut Des 
Flandres 11.5%  75cl 34.95 
Undergoing the same fermentation 
process as Champagne then left 
to cellar for 9 months, this has 
been made with the sophisticated 
beer drinker in mind. Hoppy and 
slightly fizzy with a lovely body 
and finish

18) Duchesse De 
Bourgogne 6.2%  5.60  
A top-fermented Flemish red 
ale made by blending 8 and 18 
month-old ales. 100% natural and 
unpasteurised this is one of the 
iconic Belgium beers

19) Saison Dupont 6.5%   4.75
Pours a coppery golden colour with aromas of 
fine hops. In keeping with the style the first 
taste is quite bitter before becoming dry yet 
very refreshing. A true farmhouse ale

20) Troubadour Speciale 5.7%  4.95
This is a very special take on the Belgian 
amber style, with a big hop profile that 
balances the sweetness and gives it a strong 
bitter finish

21) Pauwel Kwak 8.4%  6.40
Pouring deep amber with a caramel 
fruit aroma, Kwak is primarily 
known for its stirrup glass and 
wooden stand

 
22) De Koninck 5%  4.80
A top-fermented speciale Belge, 
De Koninck pours an amber colour 
and has a lively taste and a soft 
velvet aroma. One of the classics 
of Belgium

Connoisseur’s Choice
Distinctive to Belgium, Gueuze and Flemish reds (such as our Duchesse 
de Bourgogne) are noted for their tart, sour edge. Exceptionally thirst 
quenching, these unique beers are definitely a taste worth acquiring.

Amber Beers
Similar in style to British pale ales or French Bière de Garde, these are 

bright, amber coloured ales. Admirers of English bitter ales should plump 
for a De Koninck, the beer of Antwerp, a stunning copper coloured ale 

crowned with a luxuriantly deep, pure white head.
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23) Satan Gold 8%  5.85
Don’t let the bottle scare you off! Pouring 
clear golden with a lovely white head, Satan 
Gold has fruity aromas, with a sweet mouth 
feel and a slight bitter finish

24) Tripel  
Karmeliet 8.4%  5.95
Gold in appearance with a 
voluminous white head, Triple 
Karmeliet is an elegant and much 
admired strong Belgian ale

25) Duvel 8.5%  5.95
For many this is the definitive strong golden 
Belgian ale. A towering white head contrasts 
brilliantly with the golden body. A very clean 
taste with a nice lingering hop finish

26) Delirium  
Tremens 8.5%  5.95  
Elected as the best beer in the world 
in 2008, Delirium pours bright 
golden and is known for its sweetish 
palate with lots of warming alcohol

 
27) Troubadour  
Blond 6.5%   5.50
With a full malty and slightly spicy body, 
this exceptional blonde ale comes from 
one of the newest and most innovative 
breweries in Belgium, Troubadour

28) Leffe Blonde 6.6%  4.95 
Full and smooth, with a pleasingly sweet, 
fruity flavour

29) Straffe  
Hendrik 9%  6.75
The use of 6 different malts 
produces this stunningly  
layered body with the prevailing 
caramel notes interacting 
perfectly with the hop balance 
and citrusy finish

30) Delirium  
Nocturnum 8.5%  6.55
The sister ale to Delirium Tremens, 
Noctournum is a strong and complex triple-
fermented dark ale. Not for the faint hearted!

31) Troubadour 
Obscura 8.2%  5.85
The flavours from this impressive 
stout are deep and rich, which 
can be deceptive as the immediate 
alcohol content cannot be felt. 
Liquorice undertones with a 
slightly bitter finish

32) Leffe Brune 6.5%   5.30
Leffe Brune is an authentic abbey beer. Both 
its deep, dark brown colour and its full, 
slightly sweet flavour can be ascribed to the 
use of darkly roasted malt, making every sip 
just as exceptional as the last

Blonde Beers
Ranging in colour from straw yellow to gold, these are 

crisp and dry with a low to medium bitterness from 
the hops and a slight sweetness from the malt. A great 

introduction for those wary of the more powerful brews.

Dark Beers
The addition of roasted malt gives these beers their rich colour and 

comforting, full bodied profile. Great with dark meat dishes, they also 
contrast brilliantly with sweet, creamy desserts.
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33) Blanche De 
Bruxelles 4.5%  4.75
The definitive example of a 
Belgian Wit beer. Coriander and 
orange peel are prevalent in both 
the aroma and taste, lending the 
beer a spicy, zesty sensation

34) St. Bernardus Wit 5.5%  4.85
St. Bernadus was created by Pierre Celis, the 
godfather of the revival of Belgian wheat beer. 
An apple-like tartness fills the palate before 
the subtle spicy notes, brought on by using 
coriander and orange peel in the brewing 
process, help to balance out the beer

35) Mongozo  
Buckwheat  4.8%  5.40
Mongozo Buckwheat is a 4.8% white beer that is 
gluten free, Fair Trade and organic. 

36) Vedett 5.2%  4.60
A crisp, dry pilsner beer from Duvel Moortgat 
which is known for its striking packaging and 
playful marketing

37) Slag Pils 5%  5.50
Brewed at Slaghmuylder brewery 
in Ninove, Slag pils is a malty 
yet slightly hoppy Belgian-style 
pilsner

38) Mongozo Pilsner  5%  5.15
With a refreshing light body and slightly 
hoppy finish, this beer is a multiple gold 
medal winner and one of the best Belgian 
pilsners

39) Jupiler  
Low Alcohol 0.5%  25cl 4.45
Pouring an off-golden colour, this very low 
alcohol beer is light and sweet with a touch of 
bitterness to the finish

White Beers
Naturally hazy, these pale yellow ‘wit biers’ sing 
with zesty citrus and spicy coriander. The perfect 

accompaniment to moules and frites. 

Lagers
Belgium boasts many fine examples of the world’s favourite style of beer. 
Sometimes, only the cool, refreshing hit of a delicately hopped pilsner 

lager will do. 
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40) Mongozo  
Banana 3.6%  5.50
As vibrant in colour as a fully 
ripe banana, the beer smacks 
you with a big flavour of banana 
followed by the subtle coriander 
and citrus notes from the base 
wheat beer

41) Mongozo Coconut 3.6%  5.50
A decadent coconut aroma paired with a 
moreish sweet coconut flavour are balanced 
perfectly with the malty central structure. 
Welcome to the world of exotic beer! 

42) Delirium Red 8.5%  6.35
Delirium Red has a soft, fruity aroma that has 
hints of mildly sour cherries. An excellent 
dessert beer, Delirium Red hits the perfect 
balance between sweet and sour 

43) Lindemans 
Pêcheresse 2.5%  37.5cl 6.95
With the alluring bouquet of 
freshly picked peaches, the 
upfront peach sweetness is 
balanced nicely with the acidic 
lambic base

44) Lindemans  
Cassis 3.5%  37.5cl 6.95
After aging the lambic in oak barrels, 
blackcurrants are added to start a secondary 
fermentation which gives the beer an 
exceptional flavour and complexity

45) Lindemans  
Kriek 3.5%  37.5cl 6.95
An exceptional version of a traditional 
Kriek beer, Lindemans use the method of 
spontaneous fermentation to create the lambic, 
which is then aged over macerated cherries to 
produce this Kriek

46) Boon Kriek Lambic 
Cherry 4.5%  37.5cl 6.95
Using whole fresh cherries that 
are added to the spontaneous 
fermented beer before being aged 
in oak barrels for two years, Boon 
Kriek has a sweet and sour cherry 
flavour with a lovely tart finish. 
The definitive Belgian Kriek beer

47) Früli 4.1%  5.50
Made from pure strawberry juice and high-
quality Belgian white beer, Fruli is well 
rounded and packed with natural fruit. 
Sweeter than most beers, Fruli has a nice zest 
to the finish which balances out the palate

48) Floris Kriek 3.6%  5.50
Made with maraschino cherries and using a 
white beer as its base, Floris Kriek is an easy 
drinking, yet full-on experience with sweet 
aromas combining with the tart finish

49) Floris Framboise 3.6%  5.50
A very nice dessert beer, Floris Framboise has 
an upfront sweet taste on the palate with a 
small degree of raspberry tartness. Great for 
those who claim not to like beer!

50) Floris  
Passion Fruit 3.6%  5.50
Very easy to drink, Floris Passion is an 
exciting, tropical sweet passion fruit beer. 
This is a warm, rich beer with the perfect 
harmony between aroma and taste

51) Floris Mango 3.6%  5.50
With aromas of fresh mangos and wheat, the 
initial taste is of sweet mango followed by 
very subtle flavours of wheat and some lemons

52) Floris Honey 4.5%  5.50

Easy drinking and quite soothing. 
Made by Brewery Huyghe in Melle, 
Floris Honey is a medium sweet 
honey beer with a slightly bitter 
finish

Fruit Beers
For a completely unique beer experience, try one of our fruit beers. These 

refreshingly different and often surprising combinations certainly 
challenge the conventional view of what to expect from a glass of beer.
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Soft Drinks

Fruit Juices

Hot Drinks

Coca Cola / Diet Coke 2.60

Lemonade 2.60

Tonic Water 2.50

San Pellegrino 2.60
Sparkling lemon or blood orange 

Mineral Water  33cl 2.50
 75cl 4.35

Grapefruit 2.60

Pineapple 2.60

Cranberry 2.60

Fresh Orange 2.75

Pressed Apple 2.75

Big Tom Spiced  
Tomato Juice 2.85

Espresso single 2.40 
 double 2.70

Cappuccino 2.75

Caffè Latte 2.75

Hot Chocolate  2.80

Americano 2.40

Soft & Hot

Liqueur Coffees from 4.95

Teas 2.40
• English Breakfast

• Camomile

• Earl Grey

• Green

• Mint

• Peppermint
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Browse our fabulous...
 

 while you wait!
 

Simply speak to a member of the Belgo team today to place your order, we’ll have 
a bag full of Belgo goodies waiting for you to take home!

Let us know if you want to add these items to your bill or if you prefer to 
purchase them separately. Enjoy your Belgo shopping!

For allergen information please see bottle/packaging, for any drinks served by 
the glass, allergen information is available upon request.

Kwak Gift Pack 24.95
4 x 330ml plus glass

Delirium Tremens 21.95
4 x 330ml plus glass

Brugse Zot 19.95
4 x 330ml plus glass

Chimay Gift Pack 19.95
3 x 330ml plus glass

Belgo Shirt Red 15.00
Front: Belgo logo, Back: Illustration  
Sizes: S-XL

Belgo Shirt Yellow 15.00
Front: Belgo logo, Back: Illustration  
Sizes: S-XL
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